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Background Blinding can reduce bias in randomized clinical trials, but blinding procedures

may be unsuccessful. Our aim was to assess how often randomized clinical trials

test the success of blinding, the methods involved and how often blinding

is reported as being successful.

Methods We analysed a random sample of blinded randomized clinical trials indexed

in the The Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials and published in 2001.

We identified 1599 blinded trials, and noted if they had conducted any test

for the success of blinding. We also selected 200 trials randomly that did not

report any such test, and sent a questionnaire to the corresponding authors

asking them if they had conducted any tests.

Results Thirty-one out of 1599 trials (2%) reported tests for the success of blinding.

Test methods varied, and reporting was generally incomplete. Blinding was

considered successful in 14 out of the 31 trials (45%) and unclear in 10 (32%).

Of the seven trials (23%) reporting unsuccessful blinding the risk of a biased

trial result was either not addressed or was discounted in six cases. We received

130 questionnaires from trial authors (65%) of which 15 (12%) informed that

they had conducted, but not published, tests.

Conclusions Blinding is rarely tested. Test methods vary, and the reporting of tests, and test

results, is incomplete. There is a considerable methodological uncertainty

how best to assess blinding, and an urgent need for improved methodology

and improved reporting.
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Background
Blinding can reduce bias in randomized clinical trials. A meta-

analysis of studies of bias found that trials described as ‘double

blind’ in trial reports found 14% lower treatment effects,

on average, than similar trials not described as ‘double blind’.1

Bias may occur due to inadequate blinding of several key trial

persons. Blinded trial participants may report symptoms

differently than unblinded ones,2 or differ in their tendency

to drop out of the trial, or seek non-protocolized treatment.

Blinded health care providers may also differ from unblinded

ones in their degree of attention to patients3 or in their use

of alternative forms of care. Similarly, blinded data collectors,4,5

end-point committees and data analysts may differ from

unblinded ones in their handling of data.

It is unclear how often key trial persons intended to be blind

(e.g. patients, healthcare providers, data collectors, end-point

committees or data analysts) are unblinded during a trial.

Critical appraisal of the risk of unblinding is often difficult

because the reporting of the blinding status of key trial persons,

and of the blinding procedures, is frequently incomplete

or missing,6,7 despite the CONSORT statement’s suggestion

to report these issues.8
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Another possible way of assessing whether blinding

has been successful is to ask key trial persons to guess

patients’ treatments and compare the answers with the

actual treatments. Previous analyses of such trials indicated

that unblinding could be common but were based on small

samples of trials published in a few selected journals,9–11 or

were restricted to trials that had reported testing the success of

blinding in the titles or abstracts.11 Therefore, the results may

not be generalizable.

Our objective was to assess how often randomized clinical

trials test the success of blinding, which methods are used,

and how often blinding is reported to be successful.

Methods
We developed a database of blinded randomized trials

published in 2001 by searching The Cochrane Central Register

of Controlled Trials 2003, Issue 1, using the search terms:

‘random� and (blind� or mask� or placebo� or sham� or mock�

or fake� or dummy� or vehicle�)’. We identified 5079 references.

We arbitrarily aimed at identifying at least 25 trials that

tested the success of blinding. Based on computer-generated

random numbers we initially selected 500 of the

5079 references, read the corresponding trial reports and

assessed the likely number of trial reports needed.

Secondarily, we randomly selected a further 1750 references,

and retrieved the corresponding publications.

From this initial sample of 2250 references, we excluded

632 non-randomized or non-blinded trials, laboratory experi-

ments, studies on healthy volunteers or health economics

analyses, as well as 19 non-English articles that we could not

read. The database thus consisted of 1599 blinded randomized

clinical trials published in 2001.

All trial reports were read by one reviewer to identify trials

that reported tests for blinding. To make sure we had not

overlooked any eligible trials 400 randomly selected trials (25%)

were read a second time by a different reviewer. No overlooked

trials were found.

From the database of 1599 trials we defined two groups

of trials. The first group consisted of all trials that reported tests

of the success of blinding in the journal article. The second

group consisted of 200 of the remaining trials that did not

describe such tests, sampled by a computer-generated list

of random numbers. No formal sample size calculation

was made.

From both groups of trials, we extracted the design of the

trial, the experimental and control interventions, indicators

of trial quality (generation of allocation sequence, concealment

of allocation, double blinding, intention-to-treat analysis,

funding source and size of trial),1,12,13 the clinical speciality

involved, the key trial persons intended to be blinded, and the

time of unblinding. Two authors independently extracted

the data on pretested forms and any disagreements were

solved by discussion.

We considered a trial blinded if the trial report used the

term ‘blinded’ (or similar, e.g. ‘masked’) to describe the

intention of keeping at least one key trial person ignorant

of the allocated treatment of patients. We pragmatically

considered a trial as ‘double blind’ if described by that term

in the trial report; and similarly we regarded the result as

analysed by ‘intention to treat’ if the trial report used that

term. We defined adequate generation of the allocation

sequence as computer-generated random numbers, random

numbers lists, flip of coin, drawing of cards or lots or

comparable methods of stochastic generation. Adequate con-

cealment of the allocation sequence was defined as: central

randomization (including pharmacy controlled), numbered

or coded vehicles, sealed or opaque envelopes or comparable

methods of concealment.

From the first group of trials that published tests of the

success of blinding we furthermore extracted the following

data: the type of key trial persons tested, the number of tested

persons, the response categories, the results, the use of any

statistical test and the trial report conclusion. We classified the

success of blinding according to the conclusion of the authors

of the trial reports.

We sent an e-mail to the primary authors of the 200 trials

in the second group that did not test the success of blinding.

The e-mail provided a link to a web-based questionnaire.

To those without an identifiable e-mail address we posted a

printed version. We asked the authors whether they had

formally tested the success of blinding, despite not having

reported such a test. If a test had been conducted we

subsequently asked the author how the test was performed

and what the result was. Reminders were sent out after 2, 4

and 6 weeks. The questionnaire included additional items on

blinding of key trial persons. Results based on these questions

is reported elsewhere.7

Proportions were compared using Fisher’s exact test,

and medians using Mann–Whitney’s test. P-values are

two-sided.

Results
Thirty-one out of the 1599 trial publications (2%; 95%

confidence intervals: 1.3 to 2.7%) reported tests for the success

of blinding (Table 1, Appendix,14–44).

Trials that publish tests for the success of
blinding (n¼ 31)

Blinding was concluded successful in 14 of the 31 trials (45%;

27 to 64%), unsuccessful in seven trials (23%; 10 to 41%),

whereas 10 trials (32%; 17 to 51%) had unclear or no

conclusions.

The majority of trials was of parallel group design, investi-

gated a drug and used a placebo control (Table 1). Twenty-five

trials (81%) were described as ‘double blind’, 11 (35%) had

adequate concealment of allocation and six (19%) conducted

intention-to-treat analyses. The four most frequent medical

specialties or research areas represented were psychiatry,

public health, anaesthesiology and complementary alternative

medicine (Table 1). The median number of included patients

per trial was 56 (interquartile range 40–83). The median

number of persons tested for the success of blinding per trial

was 40 (interquartile range 20–64).

The trial reports described explicitly the blinding of

patients in 26 trials (84%), and the blinding of data
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collectors in nine trials (29%) (Table 2 and Appendix).

Four of these trials described the blinding of both

patients and data collectors. In 15 trials (48%) one or

more key trial person, explicitly described as blinded in

the trial report, was not tested for the loss of blinding.

The primary outcome was patient reported (e.g. pain) in

14 trials (45%), and observer reported (e.g. assessment of

sedation success) in 17 trials (55%) (Table 2 and Appendix).

Patients’ cooperation was involved in 15 of the 17 trials

with observer reported outcomes (e.g. raters scoring

potentially depressed patients on Hamilton Rating Scale for

Depression).

The methods used to test the success of blinding varied

considerably. Most trials tested only the blinding of

patients and asked them to guess between experimental

or control treatment, without the option of a ‘don’t know’

category (Table 3). Twenty-three trials tested patients only

(74%). Four trials tested data collectors only (13%), three trials

both patients and data collectors (10%) and one trial healthcare

providers and data collectors (3%).

In 30 trials (97%) the types of key trial persons who were

tested were directly involved in the reporting of the primary

outcome. In 14 of these 30 trials patients were tested in trials

with patient reported outcomes. In 15 other trials with observer

Table 1 Characteristics of included trials

Published testsa No published testsb

N¼ 31, n (%) N¼ 200, n (%) P-value

Design

Parallel group 27 (87) 171 (86) 1.00

Drug intervention 23 (74) 171 (86) 0.12

Placebo control 24 (77) 135 (68) 0.30

Trial quality dimensions

Double blind 25 (81) 156 (78) 0.82

Adequate generation of allocation sequence 10 (32) 48 (24) 0.37

Adequate allocation concealment 11 (35) 37 (19) 0.05

Intention to treat analysis 6 (19) 57 (29) 0.39

Public funding 10 (32) 41 (21) 0.16

Trial size (median, interquartile range) 56 (40–83) 58 (30–149) 0.38

Clinical specialtyc

Psychiatry 12 (39) 24 (12) 0.001

Public health 3 (10) 1 (0.5) 0.008

Anaesthesiology 3 (10) 29 (15) 0.59

Complementary-alternative medicine 3 (10) 8 (4) 0.17

Allergology/pulmonology 1 (3) 18 (9) 0.21

Cardiology 0 (0) 22 (11) 0.05

a From our main database of 1599 trials, 31 (2%) published tests for the success of blinding.
b From our main database, we randomly selected 200 trials not publishing tests for the success of blinding; N: total number of trials in each group;

n (%): number and proportion of trials.
c The four most frequent specialties in each cohort listed.

Table 2 Proportions of combinations of blinded patients/data collectors, tested patients/data collectors and type of primary outcomea

Blinded person Tested person Type of primary outcome N¼ 31, n (%)

Data coll Data coll Observer rep, involving patients’ cooperation 4 (13)

Data coll Data coll Observer rep, not involving patients’ cooperation 1 (3)

Ptþdata coll Ptþ data coll Observer rep, involving patients’ cooperation 2 (6)

Ptþdata coll Pt Observer rep, involving patients’ cooperation 1 (3)

Ptþdata coll Pt Patient rep 1 (3)

Pt Pt Observer rep, involving patients’ cooperation 8 (26)

Pt Pt Observer rep, not involving patients’ cooperation 1 (3)

Pt Pt Patient rep 13 (42)

a Data coll: data collector; Pt: patient; rep: reported. Other key trial persons than patients and data collectors were disregarded (e.g. healthcare providers).

By ‘tested’ is implied tests for the success of blinding. ‘Observer rep, not involving patients’ cooperation’ describe outcomes that could have been measured on

unconscious patients, e.g. laboratory values; ‘Observer rep, involving patients’ cooperation’ describe outcomes that implies that patients cooperate, e.g. scores of

depression.
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reported outcomes that involved patients’ cooperation, either

patients or data collectors were tested. Only in two such trials

were both patients and data collectors tested (Appendix

and Table 2).

Twenty-eight trials (90%) tested persons only at the end

of treatment whereas three trials (10%) also tested at various

times during the trial. Three trials (10%) rated the confidence

of tested persons in their guesses or asked for reasons

for guesses. No trials tested whether the experimental and

control treatments appeared identical before the proper trial

started by e.g. asking volunteers to identify any variation

in colour, taste and texture.

The results were analysed with Chi-square or Fisher’s exact

tests in eight trials (26%), and three trials (10%) used other

tests (Table 3). One trial (3%) used the test as a measure

for effect and not an indication for possible bias as it assumed

that blinding could only be compromised by the effect of

treatment.43

The reporting was generally incomplete. Ten trial reports

(32%) contained no clear conclusion concerning the result of

the test. In 24 trials (77%) it was impossible to reconstruct

a table that related key trial persons’ treatment guesses to

actual treatment allocation. In most cases only the proportion

of correct, or incorrect, guesses was reported. In 18 trials

(58%) no statistical analysis was presented, and in an

additional two trials (6%) the result of the analysis was

unclear (Table 3).

The seven trials with tests that indicated unsuccessful

blinding differed in their way of handling this information.

One trial report emphasized the risk of bias when discussing

its result.44 A second report emphasized that loss of blinding

did not necessarily imply bias.19 Five other trial reports made

no clear statement concerning the risk of bias,29,34,36,37,43 but

interpreted the loss of blinding as caused by an effect

of the treatment,29,34,37 by lack of effect in the placebo

group,36 or by side effects to the treatment.43 Four of the

seven trials with unsuccessful blinding concluded that the

experimental treatment had an effect on at least one outcome

without discussing the possibility of bias.29,34,36,37 Thus, in six

out of seven cases the risk of bias was either not addressed

or was discounted.

Trials that did not publish tests for the success
of blinding (n¼ 200)

The majority of trials were of parallel group design, investigated

a drug and used a placebo control (Table 1). There were

156 (78%) trials described as ‘double blind’, 37 (19%) had

adequate concealment of allocation and 57 (29%) conducted

intention-to-treat analyses. The median number of patients was

58 (interquartile range 30–149). The four most frequent clinical

specialties represented were anaesthesiology, psychiatry,

cardiology and allergology/pulmonology (Table 1).

We received 130 of the 200 questionnaires (response rate

65%). Of the 130 trial report authors, 15 (12%) responded that

they had formally tested the success of blinding without

Table 3 Characteristics and conclusions of published tests of the
success of blindinga

N¼ 31, n (%)

Key trial persons tested in each trial

Patients only 23 (74)

Data collectors only 4 (13)

Others or combinations 4 (13)

Test persons’ guessing options

Control or experimental 18 (58)

Control or experimental or do not know 9 (29)

Control or two types of experimental 4 (13)

Summary of test results

Full data for 2� 2 or 2� 3 tables 7 (23)

Some data, not enough for full tables 18 (58)

No summary data or unclear 6 (19)

Statistical analysis

Chi-square or Fisher’s exact test 8 (26)

Trend test 1 (3)

Logistic regression 1 (3)

Kappa-value 1 (3)

Unclear 2 (6)

Not reported 18 (58)

Conclusion

Successful blinding 14 (45%)

Unsuccessful blinding 7 (23%)

Conclusion unclear or not reported 10 (32%)

a From our main database of 1599 trials, 31 (2%) published tests for the

success of blinding; N: total number of trials; n (%): number and proportion

of trials.

Table 4 Characteristics and conclusions of unpublished tests of the
success of blindinga

N¼ 15, n (%)

Key trial persons tested in each trial

Patients 7 (47)

Observers 3 (20)

Treatment providers 1 (7)

Others (e.g. patients and observers) 4 (27)

Test persons’ guessing options

Control or experimental 5 (33)

Control or experimental or do not know 6 (40)

No information 4 (27)

Statistical analysis

Chi-square or Fisher’s exact test 5 (33)

No formal analysis 9 (60)

No information 1 (7)

Conclusion

Successful blinding 11 (73%)

Unsuccessful blindingb 2 (13%)

Conclusion unclear or not reported 2 (13%)

a From our main database, we randomly selected 200 trials not publishing

tests for the success of blinding. Of the 130 responding trial authors 15 had

conducted, but not published, tests. N: total number of trials; n (%): number

and proportion of trials.
b He questionnaire wording was partial loss of blinding.
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reporting this in the journal article (Table 4). Eleven of these

15 responders (73%) reported success of blinding, two (13%)

reported ‘partial loss of blinding’, and two did not report

the result (13%). Nine of the 15 trial authors (60%) informed

that the data on the success of blinding had been assessed

without a formal statistical test.

Trials that publish tests vs other trials

Among the trials that published tests for the success of blinding

there was a higher proportion of psychiatry and public health

trials compared with the other trials (Table 1). There were no

marked differences with respect to other trial characteristics

or indicators of methodological quality (Table 1). These findings

were not sensitive to the exclusion of 15 trials with

unpublished tests (data not shown). Thus, there was no clear

tendency for trials that test the success of blinding to be

of marked higher methodological quality than trials in general.

Discussion
Few trialists published tests of the success of blinding. There

was considerable variation in how tests were conducted, and

a high prevalence of incompletely, and unreported, tests.

Less than half of the trial reports concluded that blinding had

been successful.

Strength and weaknesses of the study

Our study is based on a large, recent and representative sample

of trials across a broad range of study designs, specialities

and journals. We identified a moderately sized group of trials

that reported a test of blinding. Furthermore, we studied the

proportion of unreported tests by contacting authors of trial

reports that did not describe tests of blinding.

However, the reporting on tests was often incomplete.

Roughly three out of four trials did not report full data for

a table relating test persons’ guesses to actual treatment.

Furthermore, one of eight trial authors declared unpublished

tests in their questionnaire. The decision whether to publish

the result, and with what degree of detail, involve consi-

derable subjectivity. There is a strong incentive for successful

blinding, as this strengthens the validity of the trial. Possible

selective reporting49 could have resulted in underreporting

of unsuccessful blinding. Thus, our review reflects the

results of published tests, but not necessarily that of

conducted tests.

Comparison with other studies

Fergusson and colleagues analysed 191 placebo-controlled trials

published in top journals.10 They identified 15 trials (8%) that

tested the success of blinding, of which nine trials (60%)

reported unsuccessful blinding. Boutron and colleagues ana-

lysed 127 trial reports in top journals, and searched medical

data bases for trial reports that mentioned tests in the title or

abstract.11 They identified 13 trials that tested blinding

published in top journals (8%), and 82 in total. Of the

54 trials assessing the success of blinding of patients, 22 trials

(41%) reported unsuccessful blinding.

However, results from these studies may not be generalizable

because a small sample of placebo-controlled trials could

differ from trials in general. Furthermore, authors that describe

a test in the title or abstract may do so partly depending

on the result of the test. Thus, our study adds considerably

improved generalizability, because we sampled randomized

clinical trials directly from a database, and comprehens-

iveness because the number of included trials is larger, and

because we also analysed a group of trials that did not

report tests.

Methodological uncertainty of how best to
evaluate the success of blinding

Both inadequate randomization and blinding is associated with

bias.1 Randomization is often evaluated by comparing the

baseline characteristics of patients.45 Blinding can be evaluated

by an informal assessment of the reported blinding practices,

but this approach is subjective, and highly dependent on

adequate reporting of the blinding procedures, which is very

uncommon.6,7

The alternative approach is to assess the success of blinding

with a formal test. However, there is no methodological

consensus of whether such tests are appropriate, and if so,

how, and at what time, they should be conducted.10,46

A positive test conducted during, or after the end of, the trial,

cannot be interpreted as clear indication of bias, as unblinding

may be caused by a true effect, and lack of blinding may not

cause bias (e.g. if the outcome is mortality). Sackett suggests

conducting a test on volunteers before the proper trial starts,46

but this procedure does not evaluate whether blinding was

maintained during the trial. There is also uncertainty of the

best way to ask patients, e.g. whether questions should include

a do not know category. Furthermore, the statistical problems

of how to analyse data from such tests have only recently

been analysed, and the suggested solutions need further

validation.47,48,50,51

This methodological uncertainty is reflected in our findings.

Most trials tested only one out of several intended blinded

key trial persons. The selection criteria for who to test was often

unclear, e.g. patients, and not data collectors, were tested

in 10 trials with observer reported primary outcomes. Roughly

half of the trials did not include a ‘don’t know’ option

when testing, and few trials had follow up questions that

could elucidate reasons for guesses. The statistical analyses

were in many cases unclear, and in some cases absent.

Furthermore, six out of seven trial reports describing a test

that indicated loss of blinding either disregarded, or ignored,

the risk of bias due to unblinding. All in all, in many

trials that test the success of blinding these problems

preclude a definite conclusion on the blinding status of key

trial persons.

Implications

In most trials critical appraisal of the success of blinding is not

meaningful because of grossly incomplete reporting of both the

blinding procedures,6,7 and any test for the success of blinding,

and because of the methodological uncertainty concerning

such tests. As lack of blinding is associated with bias1–4 this

calls for urgent improvement.
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First, trialists, peer reviewers and editors should improve

the completeness of the reporting of blinding procedures, and

any test for the success of blinding, for example by endorsing

the CONSORT statement.8 Second, further methodological

research is needed to analyse the pros and cons of testing

the success of blinding. Such methodological research could

enable an international group (e.g. elements of the Cochrane

collaboration) to develop methodological guidelines on how

best to assess the success of blinding.

Despite the challenges in interpreting results from tests for

the success of blinding, our results also point to a need

for improving blinding procedures. It is likely that there are

substantial practical difficulties in constructing apparently

identical treatments in some situations,52,53 especially in non-

pharmacological settings.54

In conclusion, we found that tests for the success of

blinding are rarely performed. When they are performed,

there is considerable variation in the methods of testing

and analysis, and a high proportion of incompletely

reported and unreported tests. There is an urgent need

for improving the methods of evaluating the success of

blinding.
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Appendix Characteristics of the trials testing the success of blinding (N¼ 31)

Trial Design Condition Compared groups 1. Outcome Explicitly blinded Tested Author’s conclusion

Acworth Parallel
n¼ 53
‘Single blind’

Sedation Kettamine iv
Midazolam iv
Midazolam iv

Mean sedation
score (0–5)

Data coll Data coll Unblinding ‘not supported
by the frequency with
which scorers’ guessed the
type of sedation

Bailey Parallel
n¼ 18
‘Double blind’

Mountain
sickness

Antioxidant caps
Placebo caps

Mean Lake Louise
AMS score

Patients Patients ‘. . . , thus confirming the
effectiveness of our
blinding protocol’

Belongia Parallel
n¼ns
‘Double blind’

Upper
respiratory
illness

Zink spray
Placebo spray

Number of days
with symptoms

Patients
All study

personel

Patients No explicit conclusion,
but P¼ 0.59 (Chi2)

Belsito Parallel
n¼ 37
‘Single blind’

Autism Lamotrigene tabl
Placebo tabl

Mean autism
behaviour
checklist
(AUBC) score

HCP
Data coll
Data analysts

HCP
Data coll

‘Outcome assessors [data
coll] . . .were unable to
predict who was in which
group . . .’

Brauer Crossover
n¼ns
‘Double blind’

Smoking Haloperidol 1 mg
Haloperidol 2 mg
Placebo caps

Mean number
of cigarettes
smoked

Patients Patients ns

Brygge Parallel
n¼ 40
‘Double blind’

Asthma Reflexology massage
Placebo massage

Mean symptom
score (0–4)

Patients
Data coll

Patients ‘. . . a clear tendency toward
correctly guessing the
treatment received was
apparent . . .’

Burke Parallel
n¼ 70
‘Double blind’

Depression Fluoxetine 20 mg/d
Fluoxetine 60 mg/w
Placebo caps

Mean Montgomery-
Asberg depression
rating scale

Patients Patients ‘Fischer exact tests of
patients’ ability to correctly
identify treatment
assignment at study end
revealed no significant
difference . . .’

Chrusch Parallel
n¼ 33
‘Double blind’

Muscle atrophy Creatine mixt
Placebo mixt

Mean leg press
in kg

Patients Patients ‘No significant difference
was noted in treatment
identification . . .’

Curran Parallel
n¼ 24
‘Double blind’

Opiate
addiction

Methadone syrup
Placebo syrup

Mean Rivermead
behavioural
memory test
(prose recall
scores)

Patients Patients ‘Therefore, patients could
not differentiate between
methadone and placebo
treatments’

de Craen Parallel (2� 2)
n¼ 112
‘Double blind’

Chronic pain Tremadol caps
Placebo caps

Mean pain
decrease
(10 cm VAS)

Patients
All trial

personnel

Patients ‘In our trial, significantly
more patients in the
placebo group correctly
guessed their treatment
allocation . . .’

Fukatsu Crossover
n¼ 22
‘Double blind’

Peritoneal
dialysis

Fill volume 2.5 L
Fill volume 2.0 L
Fill volume 1.5 L

Mean discomfort
scores

Patients
Some staff

members

Patients ns

Gardner Parallel
n¼ 53 ‘Double blind’

Hypercholesterolemia Garlic 0.5 g/d
Garlic 1 g/d
Placebo tabl

Mean concentration
(mg/dl) of plasma
LDL-cholesterol

Patients
Study staff
Laboratory personel
Investigators

Patients ‘The blinding technique
proved to be effective’

(continued)
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Appendix Continued

Trial Design Condition Compared groups 1. Outcome Explicitly blinded Tested Author’s conclusion

Gwiazda Parallel
n¼ 469
‘Double blind’

Myopia progression Progressive
add lenses

Single vision lenses

Mean change in
spherical
equivalent
refractive error

Patients
Parents
Some trial staff

Patients ns

Hellard Parallel
n¼ 600
‘Double blind’

Gastro enteritis Water
treatment units

Placebo units

Proportion of cases
with gastroenteritis
(based on
questionnaire)

Patients
Investigators
Plumbers

Patients ‘The study was
successfully blinded . . .’

Hutchison Parallel
n¼ 26
‘Patient blind’

Social drinkers Olanzapine caps
Placebo caps

Mean alcohol urge
(11 point) score

Patients Patients ns

Kagan Parallel
n¼ 40
‘Single blind’

Volunteers for
aphasic patients

Supported
conversation

No treatment

Mean score on
Measure of
Supported
Conversation for
Adults with
Aphasia

Data coll Data coll ‘. . . the rater [data coll]
was usually correct . . . in
guessing about the
status of the rated
interview’

Keaney Parallel
n¼ 80
‘Double blind’

Alcohol withdrawal Lofexidine tabl
Placebo tabl

Mean alcohol
withdrawal
scale (AWS)

Patients
Data analysts
Research staff
Clinical staff

Patients ‘Patient’s self-report with
respect to which
medication they had
taken revealed no
significant difference
between the two groups’

Killen Parallel
n¼ 105
‘Double blind’

Nicotine withdrawal Nicotine patch
Placebo patch

Mean modified
Fagerstrom
tolerance
questionnaire
scores

Patients
Staff

Patients No explicit conclusion,
but P¼ 0.18 (Chi2)

Lintula Parallel
n¼ 73
‘Single blind’

Appendicitis Laparoscopic op
Open op

Mean pain score Patients
Parents
Research nurses
Pediatric surgeons

Patients
HCP

ns

Laan Crossover
n¼ 44
‘Double blind’

Sexual dysfunction Tibolone
Placebo

Mean weekly
frequency
of sexual
araousability

Patients Patients ns

McTavish Parallel
n¼ 20
‘Blind’

Mania Tyrosine-free mixt
Tyrosine mixt

Mean % decrease
from baseline
on Beigel manic
state rating
scale

Clinical rater Data coll (‘rater’) ‘. . .whereby prediction of
the mixture administered
by the blinded rater was
correct for 75% of patients,
P< 0.05’

Mendell Parallel
n¼ 53
‘Double blind’

CIDP Ig iv
Placebo iv

Mean change in
average muscle
score

Patients Patients ‘. . . strongly supporting that
the blind had been
maintained’
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Nordheim Parallel
n¼ 97
‘Double blind’

Morning sickness P6 acupressure
Placebo

acupressure

Proportion of
women not
improving
(on overall
symptom
score, 1–5)

Patients
Investigators

Patients ‘. . . participants in the control
group guessed better what
type of band they had used’

Sackeim Parallel
n¼ 84
‘Double blind’

Depression Nortriptylineþ Li caps
Nortriptyline caps
Placebo caps

Proportion of
patients with
relapse (based
on Hamilton
Rating Scale
for Depression)

Patients
Treatment team
Outcome assessor
Data analysts

Patients ‘. . . patient blinding was
imperfect . . .’

Soares Parallel
n¼ 50
‘Double blind’

Depression Estradiol patch
Placebo patch

Mean MADRS
depression scale
ratings

Patients
Psychiatric rater

Patients
Data coll

‘. . . the assessment of
blindness . . . suggested that
it was acceptable’

Teitel-Baum Parallel
n¼ 72
‘Double blind’

Chronic fatigue Several ‘active’
drugs Placebos

Mean overall
response score

Patients
Treating physician

Patients ‘. . . suggests that unblinding
did not occur’

Turner Parallel
n¼ 105
‘Double blind’

Common cold Zink spray Placebo
spray

Proportion with
rhinovirus infection

Patients Patients No explicit conclusion, but
P¼ 0.29 (Fischer)

Walach Parallel
n¼ 61
‘Double blind’

Test anxiety Bach-flower solution
Placebo solutions

Mean reduction
in test anxiety
inventory (TAI-G)
score

Patients
Investigators

Patients ‘Thus, the blindness . . . remained
unchallenged to the end’

Wieringen Parallel
n¼ 81
‘Double blind’

Chronic whiplash Melatonin tabl
Placebo tabl

Mean lights-off
time (Sleep onset
diary)

Patients
Investigators

Patients ns

Wisner Parallel
n¼ 56
‘Double blind’

Postpartum
depression

Nortriptyline caps
Placebo caps

Proportion of patients
with recurrent
depression (based
on Hamilton
Rating Scale for
Depression)

Patients
Investigator
Study coordinator
Symptom monitor
Side effect monitor

Patients
Data coll
(‘Side effect monitor’)
Investig

‘The nurse who evaluated side
effects was able to guess the
drug assignment . . . better than
chance . . .’

Wood Parallel
n¼ 63
‘Double blind’

Deliberate
self-harm

Group psychotherapy
Routine care

Proportion of cases
with repeated
self-harm

Data coll ‘. . . responses were no better
than chance’

Note: n: number of included patients; iv: intra venous; in: intra nasal; caps: capsules; ns: not stated; tabl: tablets; HCP: health care providers; d: day; w: week; mixt: mixture; add: addition; op: operation; Data coll:

data collectors; Ig: immuno globulin; Investig: primary investigator and study coordinator.
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